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Abstract

We live in a world where technology rules over everything and we want to rule over technology.
For this reason, people started using computers more often and today, we can control almost
everything from the palm of our hand. Phones, tablets, smart TVs, wearable devices, laptops and
many other smart devices fill similar roles and this often allows us to use the same apps on all of
them.
This thesis focuses on the process of porting mobile apps to other two limited platforms, the TV
and Smartwatch. These two platforms have been chosen because even though they are very
different to one another, their applications have very similar problems. Smartwatches have the
problem of allowing only a reduced amount of information on a small screen. In the case of smart
TVs, you might have access to a very big screen, but due to the limited input capabilities and the
large distance of interaction, the developers need to rethink and reduce the content. Since there
are multiple frameworks that help to port apps from one platform to another, but in this process,
the developer has to decide how to design the UI for each platform and which functionalities
should remain and which are not suited for the new platform, we decided to create a new
transformation method that will ease this process. The method is structured in seven parts, with
step-by-step instructions and five applications ported in parallel to exemplify the steps. The
accuracy of the method was evaluated at the end by transforming a delivery application from
Smartphone to Smart TV and analyzing the expectations of 16 users through a questionnaire. As
a result, the implemented prototype demonstrates the accuracy of the method. This method
presents a unique approach to the process of porting mobile apps, through a simple, yet powerful
step by step guideline.
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1.

Introduction

Nowadays, people are using multiple devices every day, and very often they are using the same
apps across all of their devices (1). Because of this, the companies need to develop applications
compatible with all of the available devices/platforms, in a short time.
Regardless if it is a Smartphone, Smart TV (e.g. Samsung, Intex, Amazon Fire TV Stick, Sky Q,
Apple TV), a Smartwatch (e.g. Apple Watch Series 1, Samsung Gear 3) or other display devices
(e.g. Tablets, Smart glasses), when a user is using an app and wants to continue using the app on
another device, they expect a smooth and fast transition. An example is the YouTube (2) app that
can easily be used on a Smartphone, but using it on a Smart TV is a perfect match due to the
nature of device. In order for an application to be successfully ported from one platform to
another, the developers need to develop high quality apps, keeping a consistent design through
all of the devices and platforms. The limitations or the new opportunities that the new platforms
bring should also be taken into consideration.
There are multiple frameworks, such as ZombieBox (3), ENYO (4) or Qt (5), that help porting
apps from one platform to another, but in this process, the developer has to decide how to design
the UI for each platform and which functionalities should remain and which are not suited for the
new platform. A very used approach by the developers is to show a very similar UI across
different platforms (e.g. Facebook), with minimum modifications. In many cases, as a result, the
application becomes unusable, with functionalities that are not suited for the new platform and as
a consequence, the user will not be satisfied.
In this thesis, I propose a solution in order to help developers when transforming an app from a
Smartphone to a Smartwatch or a Smart TV. By providing a detailed guideline for transforming
the apps, the process will be improved, helping the companies to bring higher quality apps faster
to the market while also offering a greater user experience for the users, regardless of the used
platform, through a consistent design.

1.1.

Motivation

Some of the most popular devices are Smartphones, Smartwatches and Smart TVs (1). Because
of the continuous increase demand of these devices, many companies have started to transform
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their already existing apps to the new platforms in order to have access to as much users as
possible.
While transforming the apps, the companies have to take into consideration the limitations of the
new devices, such as the size of the screen, interaction distance and type, but also the new
opportunities that the devices bring, such as the new sensors that can be used for new
functionalities, all while maintaining a continuous experience for the user.
Currently there are multiple cross-platform tools (Xamarin, Cordova) and frameworks helping
the companies to easily transform their code to the new platforms but transforming the UI that is
one of the most important parts of the app is not covered by these frameworks. The companies
remain with the challenge of finding themselves the differences between the devices and
adapting the UI for the new device. This process can waste a lot of time and resources for the
companies and many times the resulted app does not totally meet the user’s expectations because
the application is often highly changed, making the user feel unfamiliar with the final app.

1.2.

Definition

The following terms that have been used throughout the entire thesis, are clarified in the next
definitions.
Smart device: A smart device is an electronic device that is able to connect, interact and share
information with users and with other devices or networks through Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or other
wireless protocols (6).
Smartphone: A smartphone is a pocket sized personal computer with a mobile operating
system, which is useful for mobile or handheld use (7).
Smartwatch: A Smartwatch is a wristwatch computer with an operating system that provides
complex functionality, such as game playing, calculator, navigation and many more (8).
Smart TV: A smart TV is a connected TV that has integrated internet connectivity and
interactive “Web 2.0” features (9).
Small scale display: A small scale display is a display that has a diagonal smaller than 0.1m
(10).
Medium scale display: A medium scale display is a display that has the diagonal smaller than
2

1.5m (10).
Large scale display: A large scale display is a display that has the diagonal bigger than 1.5m
(10).
Interaction distance: Is the distance necessary to interact with the device (10). There are 3 types
of interaction distances: hand-held, where the user stays at a maximum of half of a meter from
the screen, arms-length, where the user stays at a distance between 0.5-1.5m from the screen and
distal, where the user stays at more than 1.5m from the screen (10).

1.3.

Research Questions and Contribution

The overall goal of the thesis is to build a method for transforming Smartphone apps to
Smartwatch and Smart TV devices in order to fully fulfill user expectations.
In Table 1 are presented the open questions that will need to be answered in order to cover as
much as possible of the necessary information that stays at the base of the thesis.
The chosen questions were carefully selected, with each new question obtaining new necessary
information for the thesis.
ID

Question

RQ-1

What do people expect when using an app on different devices?

RQ-2

Which are the challenges of porting an app from one platform to
another?

RQ-3

How can a transformation method look like?
Table 1: Research Questions

Question RQ-1 is very important because information about the expectations of the users is
obtained through it. In order to port successfully an app to a new platform, the expectations of
the users need to be fulfilled. If the user is not satisfied with the application, the success of the
application can be compromised.
Through question RQ-2, the challenges of porting from Smartphone to one of the other two
platforms, are studied. These challenges influence very much the porting process and because of
this, it is important to be aware of them.
3

The last research question, RQ-3, is used to see if there exists already a similar transformation
method and how can a method like this look like.

My contribution to the thesis will be firstly to put together a large number of resources available
on the internet related to the porting process, through a systematic literature review. I will put
together all the gathered information and other relevant information, in a transformation method.
In order to evaluate the validity of the method, a TV prototype of a real application and a survey
will be created. I will conduct evaluations with multiple participants, using the prototype and the
questionnaire in order to analyze the method. I will then analyze all the obtained data and
provide suggestions for improvement if necessary.

1.4.

Research Approach

I will first analyze the devices on which the work is based: Smart TVs, Smartphones and
Smartwatches. Their characteristics, limitations and differences will be presented.
Then I will present the different types of users and their expectations when using the same app
on different smart devices.
Based on the user expectations and the details about the devices, I will propose a transformation
method with rules, best practices and advices for transforming applications from Smartphones to
Smart TVs or Smartwatches.
I will apply this method on an existing app and I will then create a survey and analyze the results
in order to validate if the resulted app is according to the users’ expectations.

1.5.

Outline

The thesis is structured in multiple chapters in order to separate and structure the information in a
clear way. These chapters are:
Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 2: Related Work
Chapter 3: Guideline for Porting Mobile Apps to Constrained Platforms
4

Chapter 4: Prototype Implementation
Chapter 5: Survey
Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work

The structure of the documented was created in this way, in order to create a logical flow of the
information. We started with presenting an overview of the topic in chapter 1, and then in
chapter 2 we gathered as much information as we could about the topic through a systematic
literature review. Based on this information, in chapter 3 we created a transformation method. In
order to evaluate this method, in chapter 4 we created a TV prototype and in chapter 5 a survey.
These two, together were used with multiple participants to analyze the accuracy of the method
and in chapter 6 a conclusion was drew.
.

5

2. Related Work
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate and interpret the related work available about porting
mobile apps from one platform to other constrained platforms. The obtained results are used to
show the importance of the thesis topic and as a starting point for the future work of the thesis.
During the process of defining the thesis proposal and while conducting the Systematic
Literature Review, many relevant and interesting studies have been found.

2.1.

Performed Literature Review

It is important to conduct a literature review in order to find already existing information about
porting mobile apps to different platforms. This information forms the foundation of the thesis
and help to give a direction of the work that will be done.
A systematic literature review (abbreviated SLR) is the process of identifying, evaluating and
interpreting available research relevant to a particular research question, or topic area (11).
In order to make the SLR, multiple steps were done. Firstly, the research questions, search
engines, search terms, inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria were specified. The next step was
analyzing the search and selecting the results according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Based on the established criteria, the final papers were selected. All this information is presented
in the following subchapter.

2.1.1. Search Approach and Execution
For finding the relevant available research regarding the given topic, the search engines from
Table 2 were used. ACM, Google Scholar, IEEExplore and ScienceDirect academic research
engines were chosen because they provide access to a big amount of important articles from the
domain of computer science. Google Scholar and ScienceDirect are also considered ones of the
most trustable scientific search engines from today (12). Bing and Google were also chosen
because even if they are not scientific search engines, they can provide many important results.
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ID

Name

URL

ACM

ACM Digital Library

http://dl.acm.org

BI

Bing

http://www.bing.com/

GO

Google

http://www.google.com/

GS

Google Scholar

https://scholar.google.de

IEEE

IEEExplore

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org

SD

ScienceDirect

http://www.sciencedirect.com

Table 2: Search engines used in the SLR process

The literature review was based on the overall research questions of the thesis. Starting from
these research questions, four literature review research questions (LRRQ) were derived, as
shown in Table 3.
These questions are very important for finding what has been done till now on the topic. As the
work is focused on user experience and how to easily port applications from one platform to
another, the literature review research questions are focusing more on the user and on the already
existing methods for porting apps. Question 1(LRRQ-1) focuses on the user and aims at getting
an overview of the users’ expectations when using different platforms. Question 2, 3 and
4(LRRQ-2, LRRQ-3 and LRRQ-4) aim at getting an overview of the process of porting the
application to the other platforms and of the already existing methods.
ID

Question

LRRQ-1

What are the expectations when using an app on a Smartphone/Smart
TV/Smartwatch? (Related to RQ-1)

LRRQ-2

What must be done for porting an app from one platform to another?
(Related to RQ-2)

LRRQ-3

Which are the major differences between Smart TVs, Smartwatches
and Smartphones? (Related to RQ-2)
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LRRQ-4

Are there any other similar methods available? (Related to RQ-3)
Table 3: Literature review research questions

Based on the literature research questions from Table 3, the search terms presented in Table 4
were derived.
The first search terms (ST-1) were chosen in an iterative manner. The aim of using ST-1 was to
see if there are other similar methods for porting and to obtain information of the limitations,
characteristics and expectations of using the different devices.
The second search terms (ST-2) was created for getting more information about the process of
porting mobile apps, while keeping the continuous experience for the user.
ID

Search terms

ST-1

("cross device" OR "cross platform") AND ("smartphone" OR
"phone") AND ("smartwatch" OR "smart watch" OR "smart tv") AND
("app" OR "application") AND "development"

ST-2

("multi-device" OR "multi device") AND "continuous experience"
AND "design" AND ("smart tv" OR "smart watch" OR "smartwatch"
OR “phone” OR "smartphone" OR “mobile”)
Table 4: Search terms used for the literature review

In order to have useful and manageable results, while using each of the search queries ST-1 and
ST-2, the following approach was used:
● Use only the results that have a maximum of 50 items
● Reduce the amount of results by search in: the entire text, abstract, keyword, title
The two search queries were used on all the search engines. In case of the query one (ST-1), the
search was done in all the cases, except Google Scholar, by the entire text. In case of Google
Scholar, firstly, the search was done by the entire text, but because of the big number of results
(594) the search was done in the end by title in order to reduce the amount of details. Google
Scholar doesn’t provide the possibility to search by abstract or keyword, the only possibilities are
8

to search by the entire text or by title and this is why the search was done directly like this. In
case of query 2(ST-2), the search was done in all the cases by the entire text.
For both terms (ST-1 and ST-2), the “Expert Search” was used on ScienceDirect, the “Advanced
Search” on ACM and the “Command Search” on the IEEE search engine.
In case of Bing and Google, because the results were bigger than 50, only the first 50 items were
taken into consideration and analyzed further.
According to the criteria presented above, in Table 4 , and the limitations previously presented, a
total of 197 items have been found by using ST-1 and 108 items have been found by using ST-2.
The 305 resulted items were inserted into a Google Sheet for future evaluation. The distribution
of the results can be seen in Figure 1.
120
100
80
60

Initial search results

40
20
0
ACM

BI

GO

GS

IEEE

SD

Figure 1: Initial search results of the 2 queries over the different search engines

Besides Bing and Google, that provided big amount of results, IEEE and ACM provided more
results than the other 2, Google Scholar and ScienceDirect.

2.1.2. Inclusion and exclusion phase
After performing the search on the different search engines, a total number of 305 results were
found, including duplicates. The first step done for including results in the study, was checking
9

for duplicates. A total of 62 duplicates were found. The next step is applying the inclusion and
exclusion criteria that are presented in Table 5 and Table 6. These criteria have the goal of
helping to eliminate irrelevant results. The exclusion criteria are the opposite of the inclusion
criteria.
In order for a result to be included in the end for the next steps, the result (article/book/paper)
must pass all the inclusion criteria and must not pass no exclusion criteria.
The work is focusing on the topic of porting mobile apps. A similar process of porting was done
in the past when the technology migrated from the daily used computers to the new phones, and
because of this, we limited the time period to 1990 in order to get as much information about the
process of porting and to learn from the past.
English is one of the most used languages today in computer science. The search engines offer a
bigger amount of articles/books/papers that are written in English and because of this, another
criterion is that the paper must be written in English.
As the work is focusing on cross devices, cross platforms, apps and UX, the papers must focus
on one of these areas. Papers that are focusing on technical frameworks or programming are
directly excluded.
In order to sort out the results, the steps presented in Figure 2 have been done. After checking for
duplicates, the next step was performed and inclusion criteria IC1, IC2, IC3 and exclusion
criteria EC1, EC2, EC4 were verified. Seven papers were excluded based on these criteria
because of the language or publication type. A total of 236 papers had to further be checked.
After performing Step 3a and checking the remaining items by title, 142 items were excluded.
The title of this papers indicated that the focus of the paper was different than what we needed. A
total of 94 papers had to further be checked. By performing the next steps, in the final, 26 papers
were included and used for the data extraction phase.
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Code

Inclusion Criteria

Definition

IC1

Time period

Since 1990

IC2

Language

English

IC3

Publication type

Book, Website, Presentation, Journal,
Conference

IC4

Focus of the paper

Cross devices, Cross platforms, Apps, UX

Table 5: Inclusion criteria

Code

Exclusion Criteria

Definition

EC1

Time period

Before 1990

EC2

Language

Any language that is not English

EC3

Focus of the paper

Technical frameworks or programming

EC4

Publication type

Not a Book, Website, Presentation, Journal or
Conference

Table 6: Exclusion criteria
Step 1: Check for
duplicates

Step 2: Check
inclusion and
exclusion criteria

Step 3a: Check by
title

Step 3b: Check by
abstract

Step 3c: Check
by introduction

Step 3d: Check by
conclusion

Step 3e: Check by
cross reading

Figure 2: Sorting steps
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2.1.3. Data Exclusion Phase and Synthesis
In the data exclusion phase, the extracted resources are linked to the resource questions of the
review. In Table 7 it is shown the distribution of the resources according to the 4 questions of the
review.
Question

Number of papers providing information

SLR-RQ1

18

SLR-RQ2

5

SLR-RQ3

9

SLR-RQ4

1

Table 7: Relevant results found for each question

2.1.4. Validity Threats
The threats were identified as been:
x

Missing important resources. As the results are scattered within a big number of results
from other domains and areas, it is possible to exclude entire search terms because of the
amount of results not relevant connected to the search terms.

x

Not selecting relevant sources was covered by trying to select a big amount of resources
in order to analyze them.

2.2.

Results

In the following subchapters, the results of the SLR are presented. The results have been
structured in two main sections, results regarding the devices and results regarding the users. In
each of the sections it is presented all the information found during de SLR, and from some
additional sources, that are relevant for answering the research questions from Table 3.

2.2.1. Results Regarding Smart Devices
From automatic toothbrushes, thermostats that provide an optimal home temperature, phones that
help us stay connected and informed regardless of the location, these are just a few of the many
12

devices that we have access to.
The main purpose of a device is to provide a solution to a problem and ease our everyday life in
a smart way (13). But not all of the devices can be called smart. If a device has access to internet,
it doesn’t mean it is a smart device (13).
A good example is Aquanta (14), a smart water heater, different from a normal heater and a truly
a smart device through the service that it provides. While with a simple water boiler, the user
needs to manually control the boiler, with Aquanta, the user has access to the electric or gas
water heater directly on the phone (14). The system can be intelligent controlled while it has an
autonomous learning function and it provides other important functions, such as: automatic
shutoff in case of an overheating, access to the consumption information from any device, the
possibility to turn off/on remotely the heater and many more (14).

2.2.1.1.

Type of Devices

In order to answer to question LRRQ-3, we first need to differentiate the devices. There are
multiple types of smart devices available on today’s market. In Figure 3 it is presented a
classification of some of the most known and used smart devices. This classification was made
based on all of the articles that were read in the SLR and for highlighting better the three devices
on which we focus, they have been colored green, different from the rest of the figure.
Smart Devices
Fixed place
devices

Mobile devices

Smart Thermostat

Smart TV

Wearable devices

Unwearable
devices

Smartwatch

Smartphone

Smart Glasses
Smart Band

Tablet
Smart Speaker

Virtal Reality
Glasses

Figure 3: Smart Devices classification
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Each of these devices is different from the others, aims to solve a different problem and is
designed to be used in different situations or in different ways.
From all these devices, the Smartphones, Smart TVs and Smartwatches have been selected to be
studied because of their limitations and similarities that will be presented in the following
sections.

2.2.1.2.

Characteristics

The smartphones, Smartwatches and smart TVs are different devices, with distinct
characteristics. Because of the differences, the devices can bring advantages to the users in some
cases, but can be less beneficial in other cases.
The device characteristics are very important for the users. Depending on them and depending on
the situation in which the device will be used, the user can choose one device in detriment of the
others (1).
Device

Characteristics

Smartphone

Screen size between 3.5” - 5.7”
Interaction through Touchscreen/Voice control/Buttons
Battery life up to 23h (15)
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth connectivity
Hardware Sensors such as accelerometer, GPS sensor, gyroscope
sensor, magnetometer sensor, ambient light sensor
Camera and Video
Resolution up to 2160x3840 pixels (16)

Smartwatch

Screen size between 1” - 1.5”
Interaction through Touchscreen/Voice control/Buttons
Battery life up to 48h (17)
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Wi-Fi, Bluetooth connectivity
Hardware Sensors such accelerometer, GPS sensor, gyroscope
sensor, magnetometer sensor, ambient light sensor
Camera and Video(not in all the models)
Resolution up to 400x400 (17)
Smart TV

Screen size between 24” - 110”
Interaction through Voice control/Remote control
Battery life unlimited as it is plugged in
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth connectivity
Camera and Video(only some of the new models)
Resolution up to 2160x3840 pixels (18)
Table 8: Characteristics of the devices

One very important characteristic is the screen size. The screen size is different from the device
size or the screen resolution. The different screen sizes can be very beneficial in some situation
but can make the device undesirable in other situations. The resolution is not influencing much
the interaction between the user and the device (1). For example, a button that has a good
resolution, but has a small dimension, is hard to be targeted by the users. Therefore, the
dimension of the elements from the UI is very important, but they depend on the size of the
screen (1).
When we talk about Smartwatches, there are not a lot of options for choosing the screen size (1).
In the case of smartphones, the situation is not similar, even though these devices are designed to
be carried every day by the user and it is not comfortable carrying large objects, the available
size for such devices varies. On the other hand, smart TVs range in size because of the stable
position in the house, as the user doesn’t need to carry them (1).
Another important characteristic is the way the user interacts with the device. The main method
with which smartphones are controlled is by using touchscreen together with additional buttons
15

as volume or switch off buttons (1). Another way of interacting with the smartphones is through
voice control. For Smartwatches, there are three possibilities: having a touchscreen watch, a
button interface or using voice control. Nowadays another option has been presented to the
market, controlling the watch by the movement of the wrist. As it is a newer feature, it is not a
very common way of interacting with the Smartwatches. The smart TVs are accepting also
multiple type of interaction from the user. While there are some TVs that have touchscreen, most
are controlled through a keyboard, the remote or by using a phone application (1).
Battery is an important part of any device. Without it, the device is not useful at all. While the
TVs are plugged in devices and are not limited to specific power consumption, the situation for
the Smartwatches and Smartphones is very different, while they have limited battery (19). The
different apps used on the device can decrease significant the battery. For example, when the
Smartwatch is used as a phone, the battery is consumed very quickly.
The presence of different useful sensors is a very important characteristic. With them, the device
can provide new functionalities and help the users. Some common sensors that can be found in
Smartwatches or Smartphones are: heart rate monitor sensor, accelerometer, magnetometer,
gyroscope, skin temperature sensor, GPS or skin conductance sensor (20).
Another important characteristic is the camera. This feature is rarely present in Smartwatches or
Smart TVs, compared to Smartphone.

2.2.1.3.

Difficulties

Smart TVs and Smartwatches are very useful devices, which improve our everyday life with
their various benefits. There are also multiple difficulties of using these devices.
The biggest problem of the Smart TVs is accessing something from the screens because of their
large size (21). By using a remote, a second device such as a Smartphone, voice commands or a
keyboard, the process of targeting something on the screen can still be very time consuming and
frustrating for the users.
Smartwatches also have a big disadvantage. Because of their small screen size, the finger of the
user takes ⅓ to ½ of the screen and because of this, it is very hard to target something. As a
result, the users are faced with multiple problems such as (22):
16

● interaction problems
● readability problems
● accessibility problems (22)
Smart TVs and Smartwatches have very similar problems regarding the dimension of the screen.
In one case, the information can’t be accessed because of the small screen and in the second case
the information is hard to access because of the large screen of the TV. In order to solve these
problems, the displayed information should be carefully chosen, should be minimized and wellpresented according to the screen size.

2.2.1.4.

Expectations for Apps on Platforms and Devices

As Michael Levin wrote in the book “Designing Multi-Device Experiences”, it is important to
have a consistent experience between the same applications on different devices (19). Even
though the devices are very different one from another, when using the same app on different
devices, the user expects to be able to use it without any difficulties (1). A good example comes
from Google search (23). The user is able to switch between tablet, PC or smartphone without
feeling any difference. The provided experience is the same on all devices.
Continuity is also important. Many applications have managed to surprise the user by providing
a continuous experience even when switching between the devices. A good example comes from
the Kindle. The user can leave a book opened on one device and then begin on another device
from the same page (24).
Many users are using multiple devices in the same time (19). While watching TV, many people
use the time to also check their emails or surf on the internet. The user is capable of using
multiple devices in the same time and for a better experience, the devices can be used to offer a
complementary experience (19). A good example is using the phone for controlling the smart TV
or using the phone as a remote for playing games on the TV.
When we talk about Smartwatches, there are two types of applications: the stand alone
applications that don’t need the smartphone connection in order to function correctly, such as the
clock, compass, calculator and apps that provide only a part of the information through the
Smartwatch and redirect the user to the Smartphone to access the rest of the information, such as:
Google Fit (25), Skype (26), Hangouts (27) and many more messaging and fitness apps (28).
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2.2.1.5.

Differences between Smart Devices

Even though the purpose of these devices is very alike, to help the user in order to fulfill some
tasks, when comparing the devices, there are some major differences:
x

The dimension of the display (small/medium/large scale devices)

x

The type of interaction (Touchscreen/ input device)

x

The interaction distance (hand-held/arm-length/distal)

x

Frequency of use

x

Length of use

In Table 9 it is presented a comparison between the three devices.
Smartphone

Smartwatch

Smart TV

Dimension/Scale of the
display (10)

Small

Small

Medium

Screen size

≈ 3.5” - 5.7”

≈ 1” - 1.5”

≈ 24” - 110”

Interaction distance
(1)

Handheld (<0.5m)

Handheld (<0.5m)

Distal(>1.5m)

Type of interaction

Touchscreen/Voice Touchscreen/Voice Touchscreen/Voice
control/Buttons
control/Buttons
control/Remote
control

Length of
use/interaction (29)

17min

<5min

43min

User’s posture (1)

lean back/relaxed

lean back/relaxed

lean back/relaxed

Table 9: Comparison between devices (10)

Another important difference between devices is the purpose of use. The main activities done
with the three devices are shown in Table 10. This information was obtained from Google Play
Store (30), based on the top charts of applications. It is important and useful to know and
understand the top activities performed with each device and why these activities are so popular
on the platforms. While porting apps, checking the tendency of the users and the main activities
done with the device to which we are porting to, can help to see if there is a market or if users are
interested in these types of applications.
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Device

Activity

Smartphone

Call people
Messaging
Watch movies
Listen to music
Search on the internet
Track distance
Get directions
Play games

Smartwatch

Launch quickly remote apps
See notifications
Use calculator
Track distance
Monitor heart rate
Change Watchfaces
Get directions

Smart TV

Watch movies
Get informed about current events
Listen to music
Play games
See image gallery

Table 10: Main activities on different devices (30)

2.2.2. Results Regarding the Users
Everyday consumers or users consist of a large variety of people. These people have distinct
needs, expectations and they use the devices in different manners or environments (1).
During the design phase, the developers need to take into consideration the behavior pattern of
the final user and design the app in order to fulfill the user's expectations (1). For this, it is
important to know the target group of the application and design the app according to their needs
or motives.
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2.2.2.1.

Types of Users

When we talk about Smartwatches, according to NPD Connected Intelligence Consumers and
Wearables Report, more than 70% of the people who own a Smartwatch from US are men (31).
According to the report, 40% of the owners have between 25-34 years and more than 45% have
an income smaller than 45K a year (31).
There was no statistic found, more recent than 2015. In 2015 Apple (32) launched its first
Smartwatch and because of this, the statistics could be slightly modified today.

Figure 4: Smartwatch market (31)

The situation for the smartphones is slightly different. According to a study done in 2014 by
Nielsen, it resulted that in US, 72% of women own a smartphone compared to 70% of the men
(33). According to the report, the majority of people who own a smartphone are from the range
25-34 (33).
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Figure 5: Smartphone market (33)
Smart TVs market has grown considerably in the last period of time and nowadays almost
everybody can afford to buy a Smart TV at an accessible price. As it is a shared product, it is
hard to say if men or women own more devices. What it is sure is that the market is estimated to
continue to grow in the next years (34).
In Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 it is also showed the device usage by country for three random
countries around the globe.

Figure 6: Device usage statistics in Norway (35)
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Figure 7: Device usage statistics in United Kingdom (35)

Figure 8: Device usage statistics in Germany (35)

According to the classification done by Wolfram Nagel in the book “Multiscreen UX Design”,
there are 8 types of multiscreen users (1), as shown in Figure 9. From the user types, users from
type 3-6 are the ones that stay at the base of this study. They are interested in trying new
technology and they use their device every day, in many activities throughout the entire day (1).
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Type 1: Digital outsider

Type 2: Occasional users

• Average age of 65 years
• Primarily female
• Primarily not gainfully employed
• Primarily minimal formal education levels
• Below average income

• Average age of 45 years
• Slightly more females than males
• Minimal percentage of gainfully employed
persons (approximately half)
• Primarily simple/medium formal education
levels
• Average income

Type 3: Professional users

Type 4: Trend users

• Average age of 45 years
• Higher percentage of women (more than
half)
• Higher percentage of gainfully employed
persons (75%)
• Mainly simple/medium formal education
levels
• Above average income

• Average age of 37 years
• Higher percentage of men
• More job-related activities
• Medium formal education levels
• Slightly above average income

Type 5: Digital pros

Type 6: Digital avant-garde

• Average age of 38 years
• Primarily male
• Highest percentage of gainfully employed
persons
• High formal education levels
• Highest average income

• Average age of 34 years
• Higher percentage of men
• Primarily gainfully employed persons
• High formal education levels
• Tend to have above average income

Figure 9: Type of multiscreen users (1)

2.2.2.2.

General User Expectations

All users have multiple expectations while using an app on their device. These expectations are
about the design, the functionalities, the necessary time to complete a task with the app or the
necessary time to learn to use the app (36). In order to provide a great user experience, an app
has to first meet the user's expectations.
When using the same application on different devices, users expect to be able to work with the
app with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction (37). Effectiveness and efficiency can be
achieved by easing the process of completing a task. Every task should be easy to finish, with
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minimum steps and time required (37) (36).Satisfaction can be achieved by providing a userfriendly interface that makes the user feel confident and familiar with the system. In this way, the
user feels that there is no need to learn any additional things. In other words, the application
should be easy to use, well organized and with fast access to the main features (37). It is very
important for the application to be fast, as the users are expecting to have access in seconds to
the desired information (36).

Figure 10: General users’ expectations (38)

2.3.

Conclusion

The systematic literature review does not include much information about a possible
transformation method for porting mobile apps to other limited constrained platforms and only
some frameworks were found. According to the resources, question LRRQ-1 was answered
partially and also partial information about LRRQ-2 and LRRQ-3 were found. For question
LRRQ-2, we found out that for porting an app to another platform, we need provide a continuous
user experience, keeping in mind the differences between the platforms. For question LRRQ-3,
the main differences between the platforms have been found, and some of them are: type of
interaction, distance or length of usage.
From the big number of results and papers we can say that the topic presents interest. Therefore,
effort has to be done for making a transformation method in order to easily port mobile apps to
other constrained platforms, while providing continuous experience for the user.
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3. Guideline for Porting Mobile Apps to Constrained Platforms
An interface doesn’t need to look exactly the same on all of the different devices. Depending on
the characteristics and the limitations of the device, the interfaces will slightly vary, but all the
versions should be similar.

Figure 11: Equilibrium across devices (1)

Nick Bilton said in the Multiscreen UX Design book: “To gain more mainstream users for the
device, design equilibrium is more important than anything else” (1). By having equilibrium
across the devices, the user will easily recognize the structure of the app and will have faster
access to the desired information.
In order to have equilibrium between devices, the information should be displayed coherently,
consistently, visually uniform, comprehensible and in a logical visual connection to the greatest
extent possible as shown in Figure 11 (1).
A possible solution for maintaining equilibrium across the devices when porting from
smartphones to smart TVs or Smartwatches is presented in the next subchapters. The presented
method contains seven steps, as shown in Figure 12, which are designed to ease the porting
process.
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Step 1:
Know the
user and
their needs

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Step 6:

Step 7:

Know the
screen

Know the
features

Adapt the
content

Know the
rules

Know the
layout

Adapt the
UI

Figure 12: The 7 steps of the method

The first step is to know and understand the user and their needs. By completing the step, very
important information about the users’ needs and expectations are found that can be used in
order to provide the best users experience.
The second step is to understand the screen of the new device and the differences between the
current screen and the new one. While completing this step, the developer will have a better
overview of the challenges that the new device brings.
The third step is one of the most important steps because through it, the developers discover
what features are not more suited for the new device. Many features can change or can be totally
eliminated in the end and all this through two simple questions that indicate how suitable the
features are for each category of devices.
After knowing the possible features that can still be provided through the new device, in step
four, the content is adapted. It is important to first know what is suited for the new device and
select the proper content, not port the entire initial app to the new platform.
Step five works in close connection with step six and seven. It is important to know the
guidelines of the new device in order to adapt the UI. Also, the layout of the device should be
modified for the new platform and by following the rules from the proposed guideline, the UI
elements should be adapted to the new platform.
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As a result of completing all the steps of the guideline, a prototype of the app will be achieved.
In order to fully explain the steps, five different applications (music, children illustrative
dictionary, chatting, shopping and fitness) were selected to be transformed with our guideline.
The type of the apps for four of them was chosen from the top used applications of 2017 and the
children illustrative dictionary app was randomly selected in order to cover as much variation of
the apps as possible.
The music app consists of five screens: home (contains recommendations, search), my playlists,
play, search results and settings screens. This is typical musical application through which the
user has access to the desired music.
The second chosen app, the children illustrative dictionary app, contains also five screens: home
(contains search), search results, settings, saved words and browse dictionary page. The app is
intended to be used by children, daily for learning new words or while doing homework.
The third app, the chatting app, consists of seven screens: contacts (contains the possibility to
search through the contacts), conversation, main page (or conversations list page that contains
the possibility to search in all the conversations), settings page, call history, call page and my
profile page. This is a typical chatting application through which the user can initiate a
conversation or a call or can respond to one.
The shopping application consists of the next five screens: home (contains search,
recommendations and others), settings, shopping cart, saved items lists and search result page.
The application is intended to be used in order to buy online products, from the comfort of the
user’s home.
The last chosen application, the fitness app consists of three screens: home (or activity page),
settings and history page. This app has very simple functionalities, to keep track of all the
previous sport activities done by the user or to create a new activity.
These applications were used in order to exemplify the porting process step by step and to clarify
and give a better understanding of the porting process.

3.1.

Step 1: Know the User and Their Needs

It is important to first know the user, their needs, environment, motives and expectations in
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consideration to provide a pleasant and satisfying experience. In order to get information about
the user, the next questions should be answered:
S1-Q1: Who are the most important users?
S1-Q2: Which devices do they use?
S1-Q3: In which context (environment) do the users use the app?
By answering these questions, we can understand better the user and analyze if porting the app
would be beneficial. If for example, the main majority of the apps’ users are children under 14
years that don’t own a Smartwatch, then maybe it is not worth porting the app from Smartphone
to Smartwatch.

Step 1 applied to the set of example apps:
This step was applied to the five applications (music, children illustrative dictionary app,
chatting, shopping and fitness) and the answers to the questions are presented in Table 11.
Based on all of the answers to the three questions provided in Table 11, for the music and
shopping app we can say that there could be interest in an app on the other devices, so porting a
music or a shopping app from Smartphone to Smartwatch or Smart TV could be a good idea.
On the other hand, for the children illustrative dictionary app, based on the responses of the
previous questions, based on Figure 4: Smartwatch market and because the target group doesn’t
use a lot smart TVs (they don’t use apps on the TV) information taken from Figure 4, we can say
that from the point of view of the user, porting a children illustrative dictionary app from
Smartphone to Smartwatch or Smart TV is not a good idea. The porting process of this app ends
here with the conclusion that it is not indicated to port the app to the other two platforms.
For the chatting app, based on the responses of the three questions, we can say that from the
point of view of the user, porting a chatting app from Smartphone to Smartwatch could be a good
idea, but porting the app from Smartphone to Smart TV is not totally a good idea because of the
environment constrains. The user uses the app while moving to different locations and the TV is
constrained to a fixed place. In some cases, the user is using the chatting app at home, in a fixed
place, so because of this, the porting of the app to the Smart TV could be beneficial and
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profitable in some situations, maybe for a smaller target group. The decision of porting remains
to the product owner, and in this case, we decided to further continue the porting process also for
the TV platform.
For the fitness app, the conclusion is that from the point of view of the user, porting a fitness app
from Smartphone to Smartwatch could be a good idea, but porting the app from Smartphone to
Smart TV is not recommended because of the environment constrains. These apps are used while
doing sport outside, not in a fixed placed, inside the house, where the TV is. The porting process
of this app from the Smartphone to the Smart TV ends here with the conclusion that it is not
indicated to port the app to this platform. The porting process to the Smartwatch continues.
Question

Type of
app
Music app

S1-Q1

S1-Q2

Children, young adults and
adults. The group age is
from approximately 10
years old to 60.

Often use smartphones,
TVs, tablets and
Smartwatches. (Figure
6, Figure 7, Figure 8)

Used outside and inside,
while making other
activities or while
relaxing.

The users use devices
such as Smartphones,
tablets or simple TVs.

Used mostly at home
while doing homework, at
school or while traveling
in order to learn new
words.

Children between 8 and 14
Children
illustrative who have access to a smart
dictionary device.
app

S1-Q3

Chatting
app

As chatting apps are
designed for all the
population, keeping people
in touch regardless of their
age, we can say that the
answer to this question is
everybody who owns a
device.

The group target mostly
uses Smartphones,
Smart TVs and
Smartwatches. (Figure
6, Figure 7, Figure 8)

Used while waiting in the
buss, while searching for
indications on the street,
while sitting in bed, while
eating in the house or
outside and further more.
So there is no fixed
environment where these
apps are used.

Shopping
app

Women and men, older
than 16 because of the
money constrained.

The group target mostly
uses Smartphones,
tablets, Smart TVs and
Smartwatches (From
chapter “Types of
Users”)

The app is used mostly in
a relaxed environment, at
home usually.

Fitness
app

People starting from
around 16 years old till 60.

They use Smartphones,
Smart TVs, tablets and

The app is used in nature,
outside the house, in the
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Smartwatches.

city.

Table 11: Step 1 applied to a set of example apps

3.2.

Step 2: Know the Screen

While porting an application from one device to another, it is important to know the screens
differences between devices and adapt the UI of the app by taking these differences into
consideration.
There are multiple differences between the devices’ screens such as the size of the screen, the
screen areas, the distance to the screen or the shape of the screen.
Size of the screen:
The dimension of the screen influences the design of the final application. In Table 12 it is
presented the screen range of the devices.
Device

Smartphone

Smartwatch

Smart TV

Screen size

≈ 3.5” - 5.7”

≈ 1” - 1.5”

≈ 24” - 110”

Table 12: Screen sizes of the devices (23)
The application should be developed in order to fully be available on any screen size. A
possibility could be designing the layout and testing it on the minimum size, the maximum size
and the average size of the display. In this way, in the end the application will be available
independent of the screen size.
Safe area:
When we talk about Smartphones or Smartwatches, there are no recommendations about any
safe areas but as the user is accessing the information by touching the screen, the information
that is shown very close to the edge of the screen can be sometimes hard to access so the
clickable elements should not be placed near the edge of the screen.
On the other hand, the situation for the smart TVs is different as the safe area is a very important
part of the screen. This safe area consists of two areas: action safe area where the image is safely
displayed and the title safe area where the text is displayed with no distortion (39). Amazon Fire
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TV, Apple tvOS, Google Android TV, all suggest keeping a margin in order to define a safe
area. While Google and Amazon suggest keeping a margin of at least 5%, Apple suggests to
keep an area of 60 pixels from the top and bottom and 90 pixels from the sides of the TV (40).

Figure 13: Safe area of the Smart TVs (39)

Distance to the screen:
Even if Smart TVs are a lot bigger than Smartphones, the amount of content presented on them
should not increase with the size of the display. The size of the display is not the only thing that
changes from one device to another, but also the distance from which the user is interacting with
the device. The interaction distance influences a lot the density of the information available on
the screen. (More in Chapter 3.5. Step 5: Adapt the content)
Shape of the screen:
It is important to take into consideration also the shape of the screen. In case of the
Smartwatches, not all devices have squared screen. There are multiple models that have round
screen, but also models that have square shape screen.
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Orientation
Orientation plays a key role in many smartphone applications such as YouTube. By switching
from portrait orientation to landscape orientation, the information can be in some situations
better presented, offering a better experience for the users.
In the case of Smartwatches and Smart TVs, there is only one type of orientation as both devices
are depending on a fixed point: the hand of the user in the case of the Smartwatches or furniture
in the case of the Smart TVs.

Step 2 applied to the set of example apps:
This step was applied to the four remaining applications (music, chatting, shopping and fitness)
and as a result, the screen of the devices was better understood. The first sketches of the screens
were made the same for all of the four apps and are presented in Figure 14.

Figure 14: The screens representations after applying step 2

3.3.

Step 3: Know the Features

Table 13 presents the features that can be found in the three studied devices. It is important to
adapt the application while porting it to another device, according to the limitations of the
device. The application should have the same functionality if the new device allows it. It is also
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important to take advantage of the new opportunities that the new device brings while not
changing the main functionalities of the application. If the new device provides a feature that
could be used in order to ease the work done by the user, it should be used.
Id

Feature

Smartphone

Smart TV

Smartwatch

FT01

Calendar

Yes

No

Yes, but limited

FT02

Calculator

Yes

No

Yes

FT03

E-Mail

Yes

Yes, but very limited

Yes, but only email
notifications

FT04

Weather

Yes

Yes

Yes

FT05

Phone

Yes

No

Yes

FT06

Texting/
Messaging

Yes

No

No. Just to receive
notifications of the
messages.

FT07

GPS
Navigation

Yes

No

Yes

FT08

Camera

Yes

No. Just a few models
have this feature added.
Even the very popular
application Skype was
canceled from this
platform as this
functionality is maybe
more suited for portable
mobile devices as
smartphones or tablets.
(41)

No. Just a few models
have this feature added.

FT09

Photo album

Yes

Yes

Yes

FT10

Music Player

Yes

Yes

Yes

FT11

Note taker

Yes

No

No

FT12

Alarm clock

Yes

No

Yes

FT13

Voiceactivated
virtual
assistant

Yes

No. Some new models
have access to this
feature, but the market is
for now at the beginning

No

FT14

Voice control

Yes

No. Some new models
have access to this
feature, but the market is

Yes
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not well developed
FT15

Microphone

Yes

Yes

Yes

FT16

Web browser

Yes

Yes, but very limited

Yes, but very limited

FT17

Video calling

Yes

No, or very limited.

No

FT18

Heart rate
sensor

No

No

Yes

FT19

Acceleromete
r sensor

Yes

No

Yes

FT20

Games

Yes

Yes

Not recommended,
because of the interaction
limitation and because of
the dimension of the
screen

FT21

List of items

Yes

Yes

Yes, but very limited as
the amount of
information should be
decreased significant

FT22

Search by text

Yes

No or very limited to
small input texts

No

FT23

Gyroscope
sensor

Yes

No

Yes

FT24

Magnetometer Yes
sensor

No

Yes

FT25

Ambient light
sensor

No

Yes

Yes

Table 13: Device capabilities

Another important aspect that should be taken into consideration while porting, is if the
application will be used in a private or public space. For the TV, functionality FT3 is no longer
suited in a public scenario because of the privacy issues.
In order to get information about the features, the next question should be answered:
S3-Q1: Which are the most important functionalities of the app for the user?
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S3-Q2: Are the functionalities of the Smartphone app suited for the other two devices? (Based on
Table 13)

Step 3 applied on the set of example apps:
This step was applied to the four remaining applications (music, chatting, shopping and fitness)
and the results are presented in Table 14. Based on all of the answers provided in it, we can say
that in the case of the music and shopping app, there could be interest in the app on the other
devices, so porting the music or the shopping app from Smartphone to Smartwatch or Smart TV
could be a good idea. In the case of the Fitness app, based on the answers from the table, we can
say that porting the app to the Smartwatch could be possible.
The situation for the chatting app is more special, as there is no possibility of writing text
responses (FT06), or to initiate video calls (FT17), but there are possibilities of voice calls and
sending voice messages (FT15). Because all of this, we can say that porting the chatting app
from Smartphone to Smartwatch is possible. On the other hand, it is not suited to port the
chatting app to the Smart TV.
Question

Type of
app

S3-Q1

S3-Q2

Music app

Playing music and
searching for a song.

In case of the Smart TVs, due to the presence of
FT10 (Music Player), the first feature of playing
music can be achieved. The feature of browsing for
a song is hard to achieve because of FT22 (Search
by text) and can be eliminated or switched to
providing the user access to their already created
playlists or to the new releases that are accessible
from the main page. The situation for the
Smartwatches is very similar to the one of the
Smart TVs.

Chatting
app

Sending text messages,
initiating audio or video
calls, sending images and
sending voice messages.

In the case of Smart TVs, because of FT06
(Texting/ Messaging), the main functionality
cannot be ported. Based on FT08 (Camera) and
FT17 (Video calling) from the Table 13, the
functionality of initiating video calls cannot be
achieved.

Shopping

Searching for items,

In the case of Smart TVs, because of FT21 and
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adding them to the
shopping basket or saving
items for later.

app

Tracking the distance of a
run/walk.

Fitness
app

FT22, the functionality of searching for small input
texts can be achieved.
In the case of Smartwatches, because of FT22, the
searching by text functionality can’t be achieved.
But because of FT15 and FT21, a search by voice
could be made and the detailed items information
will be compressed because of the space limitation.
Yes, in the case of the Smartwatch, the
functionality can be ported to the new platform
(FT7).

Table 14: Step 3 applied to a set of example apps

3.4.

Step 4: Adapt the Content

In order to adapt the content of the app to a new platform (Smart TV/Smartwatch), the
information density must change, as shown in Figure 15. Information density is the amount of
readable information in relation to the screen size and is a very important part while porting an
app (1) .
When talking about Smartwatches, they have the smallest information density because of the
small screen, but very similar to the density of the Smart TVs.

Figure 15: Information density (1)
Selection, that is one of the most used actions when talking about smart devices, depends very
much on the information density and can be very challenging. If the amount of information is
very big, selecting something on a smart TV can become very hard and frustrating for the users.
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Paul Fitts managed to develop a very important model of the human movement that is still used
today, called Fitts’ law. Through it, he described the time needed for a user to hit/select a
target:

=

+ log

+ 1 , where

− movement time, a and b – empirically determined

constants, d – distance, s- size of the target .
Based on this formula, in order for the selection to be as smooth as possible, the target should be
as big as possible or the distance as small as possible. Because not every time we can control the
distance or the size of the device, the information density plays a very important role.
The information density between the Smartphones and Smart TVs is presented in Figure 16. In
the figure is shown how much of the information from a page is shown on one device compared
to another. A real example of how the density change is shown in Figure 17 through a calendar
app.

Figure 16: Information density from Smartphone to Smart TV (42)
While porting an app from Smartphone to Smart TV or Smartwatch, the information density can
be achieved by:
x

Minimizing the amount of information available on the screen as the user will not be able
to use and access a lot of the information;

x

Show only the most important information or break the information down into multiple
parts;

x

Show the rest of the information by scrolling;

x

Reduce number of choices for the users.
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Figure 17: Same app adapted to different devices (1)
The next steps show in more detail how to minimize the amount of information when porting
from Smartphone to Smartwatch:
Step1: Identify the screens of the application that are wanted in the new app;
Step2: Identify the most important actions for each page (e.g.: play song, start movie, add
note…) Focus only on the most important actions, not on all of the available actions;
Step 3: Convert each action into a button;
Step 4: Insert only the most relevant text on the page and provide the possibility to the user to
open the full version of the page on the Smartphone but also on the Smartwatch(even if it is a lot
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of text);
Step 5: In case of the necessity of inserting text, voice interface should be used.

The next steps show in more detail how to minimize the amount of information when porting
from Smartphone to Smart TV:
Step 1: Identify the screens of the application that are wanted in the new app;
Step 2: Insert only the most important text on the page and provide access to the rest of the text
by scrolling;
Step 3: If the page contains a lot of information, break it into multiple smaller pages;
Step 4: Reduce the number of choices from the menus/minimize screen transitions as much as
possible;
Step 5: If possible, avoid requiring the user to enter text;
Step 6: Use the main feature of the TV, the image. Tell the story by using images (+sound) and
videos, than just by using text.

Step 4 applied to the set of example apps:
This step was applied to the four remaining applications (music, chatting, shopping and fitness)
and the results are presented in Table 15. After finding the main pages that will be ported, paper
sketches of the different screen were made for each app according to the information obtained in
this step. The sketches looked exactly the same like on the Smartphone version.
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Device
Type of app
Smart TV
Music app

Ported pages: main page, my playlists page,
play page, search results page and settings
page.
Entering text only for searching.
Some information such as details about the
song will not be ported.
The user has only a few available choices:
to navigate between songs or between
playlists. Choices such as add song to a
playlist or eliminate it will be removed.

Chatting
app

(Eliminated in previous steps)

Smartwatch
Ported pages: menu page, my playlists
page, play page and settings page.
The user is not required to enter text at
all.
My playlists and play pages will be made
very simple, accentuating the main
actions: playing a song/playlist.
Information about the playlist/song will
be eliminated.
Ported pages: menu page, settings page,
audio call page, conversation page (only
the last messages), contacts page(without
search), notification page(when a new
message is received, the user will receive
a part of the message on the watch and
will have the possibility to open from the
Smartwatch the conversation on the
Smartphone).
The user can enter text through voice
input.(Voice messages)
Information such as the full conversation
with a contact or call history have been
removed.

Shopping
app

Ported pages: settings page, main page
(from where the user can make a simple
search or browse through the categories of
items), item list page, item detail page,
saved items page.

Ported pages: menu page, category page,
settings page, item page(where the user
can swipe up and save an item or swipe
right/left and switch to page of a
different item from the same category).

The user is only required to enter text for
the search functionality.

The user is not required to enter any text.

The detail information from the “Item Page”
will be shown in a different way. Only the
most important information will be first
shown and the user will have access to the
rest of the information by scrolling down in
the page.

Information such as: news, extra details
about the items or profile information
have been eliminated.
The user can slide fast between the items
and the only available action from the
Smartwatch is to save (heart) an item.

The main page of the app will contain less
text and shopping card page is eliminated
for TV.
The user will have access to the saved list
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items on the phone from where he can
further proceed the buying process.
Fitness app

(Eliminated in previous steps)

Ported pages: menu page, activity page
and settings page.
The user will not have access to the
history page.
The application focuses on only one
main action: start an activity (run,
walk…).

Table 15: Step 4 applied to a set of example apps

3.5.

Step 5: Know the Rules

Designing for a new platform can be very challenging while each platform has its own
guidelines. Apple is known for being more strictly when it comes to their guidelines (43). In
order for an application to be published in the store, the app must go through an approve process
that takes often weeks (43). On the other hand, Android has a low barrier for an app to enter on
the play store and because of this, many poorly made apps can be found in the store (43). Things
are about to change, while in the past few years Android introduced new guidelines (43).
When designing for a new platform, it is important to know the UI rules:
x

Android Wear Guidelines (44)

x

Android TV Guidelines (45)

x

Android Smartwatch Guidelines (46)

x

Apple tvOS Guidelines (47)

x

Apple watchOS Guidelines (48)

x

Apple iPhone Guidelines (49)

Step 5 applied to the set of example apps:
This step was applied to the remaining applications and as a result, the design guidelines for the
new platforms were better understood.
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3.6.

Step 6: Know the Layout

It is very important to understand and use the proper layout for each device.
In the case of smartphones, the vertical and horizontal layouts are both very used. The vertical
layout is more popular while it is used for most of the common daily activities such as reading,
scrolling for information on the web or on the phone. The horizontal layout is used in many
applications in order to switch between pages or in slideshows.
In case of the Smartwatches, the layout is very similar to the smartphone layout (50). It is
indicated to use a vertical layout so that the user can scroll in one direction and access all the
information from one page (50).

Figure 18: Good Smartwatch layout (50)

Figure 19: Bad Smartwatch layout (50)

If the app has multiple pages, the navigation drawer should be used (50). Through it, the user can
switch to a page by scrolling to the left or right with the finger. If the navigation drawer is
available, some display dots will appear on the screen in order to guide the user through the
available pages.
The third option is to use single pages. By providing a clear interface with buttons, the user can
switch quickly through the pages.
In the case of Smart TVs, the layout consists of long rows of content. As the majority of the TVs
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are controlled by a D-pad(direction pad), the navigation is limited to up, down, left and right and
because of this, the layout of the application should look like a grid.

Figure 20: Good Smart TV layout (42)

Figure 21: Bad Smart TV layout (42)

When a user navigates the UI, she/he has a direction that should be clear and easy to access. The
design should be done for vertical and horizontal axis and on each direction should be a specific
function, not combined functions.

Step 6 applied to the set of example apps:
This step was applied to the four remaining applications (music, chatting, shopping and fitness)
and as a result, a better understanding of the different layouts was achieved.
In the case of Smartwatches, multiple single pages will be used for all the apps, with a vertical
layout, everything connected through a menu page.
In the case of Smart TVs, the layout will consists of rows of content, where the user will have a
clear direction of the movement. The app will be designed for both vertical and horizontal axis
and on each direction will be provided only a specific function.
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3.7.

Step 7: Adapt the UI

Designing for a new device is many times challenging and time consuming. A good way to ease
this process is by prototyping the new interface. There are multiple applications that are created
for this task, such as: Axure (51), Pixate (52) and many more, but before investing time in
creating a perfect and beautiful prototype, a paper prototype is indicated. While doing it for a
Smartwatch is not so hard, using a paper prototype for designing an application for a 5ft TV
could be challenging.
When switching from Smartphone to Smart TV or Smartwatch, some UI modifications should be
done. Some of these modifications are shown in Table 16.
General

Navigation
Cursor

Smart TV
- The app should be easy to setup.
- Use simple and minimalistic design.
- Do not overlap clickable elements.
- Separate elements with distance
between them.
- Test the design on the actual device.
Don’t rely only on developing and
checking in the simulator. In this way,
you will have more realistic
perspective.

- Use flat navigation.
- Default action easily to access, one
click away from the user.
- Give feedback to the user with audio
effects or with some transitions when
the user switches from one option to
another.
- When an object is selected, show
very clear that it is selected/highlight
it (border, z-axis, shadow, or a
combination of them).
- There should be always an object
that is selected (the focus is on it).
- It should be clear where the cursor
can move next (39).
- Every element from the screen must

Smartwatch
- The app should be easy to setup.
- Use the full width of the screen.
- Group element.
- Use simple and minimalistic
design.
- Do not overlap clickable
elements.
- Separate elements with distance
between them.
- Test the design on the actual
device. Don’t rely only on
developing and checking in the
simulator. In this way, you will
have more realistic perspective.
- Default action easily to access,
one click away from the user.
- Clearly show the selected item.
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Shape

be reachable by the cursor (39).
- Design for rectangular displays.

- Title size: 92px (39).
- Body text size: 24px (39).
- When in doubt, go larger!
- Break big chunks of texts into
smaller ones in order for the user to
quickly scan and find the desired
information (45).
- Use simple fonts such as sans-serif
- Avoid fonts that have both very
narrow and very broad strokes (45).
- Use anti-aliasing
- Light texts are very used in
Colors
combination with dark background in
order to increase the readability (45).
- Avoid pure white as it can be harsh
on the eyes.
- Use less saturated colors. Cool colors
as blue, purple or gray work better
than warmer colors such as red or
orange (40).
- The TVs get a lot of light exposure
and it is important to design keeping
this in mind. This light from the
environment can influence how and
what the user can see on the screen so
it is important to check the contrast
between the UI elements and how they
appear in real life scenarios.
- The color range of the TV is more
limited than the color range of the
computer, so the colors should be
tested on the TV.
- Use the same colors through the
entire app in order to provide visual
continuity.
Images/Media - The images will look smaller
because of the distance. Increase size
Texts

- Design for rectangular shapes
first, even if many Smartwatch
models have round display. A
round display can display with 22%
less information compared to
rectangular displays and need a
bigger margin in order for the text
to be readable (50).
- Left align text.
- Flexible text size.
- Emphasis the most important parts
on the screen with bold or different
colors.

- Use black for the background
color.
- Don’t use only colors to show
interactivity.
- Combine the black background
with white text or light color.
- Design also for color blindness.
- Use the same colors through the
entire app in order to provide visual
continuity.

- Image quality decreased
significant or many times not even
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of the images/media to cover 50% of
shown on the device.
the screen size and give possibility to
- Redirect to the Smartphone in
the user to easily go to the full screen
order to present videos for a better
mode.
quality.
- Increase image/media quality.
- Present content as media when
possible.
Table 16: UI porting rules

Step 7 applied to a set of example apps:
Starting from the previous paper sketches, many modifications have been done. After applying
all the UI rules, we proceeded creating the prototypes using Axure.
In case of the music app, the resulted prototype by applying the UI rules is presented in
APPENDIX D.The colors are consistent throughout all of the prototypes and the text formatting
similar on all of the devices. The background of the application is darker compared to the
Smartphone version. The application starts with the main page, differently presented, according
to the size of the device. Because of the limited space, the Smartwatch version is much simpler
and the main page is in fact the menu. There are only three available actions: Search, My
Playlists and Settings.
On the other hand, on the Smart TV, the application starts directly with the “What’s new”
category. The user has access from this page also to other pages such as: Search, Top Tracks, My
Playlists or Settings. The selected item is clearly presented and the movement through the items
is clear. The size of the text is increased compared on the other two devices.
These rules have been applied also to the other pages of the application, and as a result, the
design is consistent on all of the devices and the functionalities are adjusted to the devices’
capabilities
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Figure 22: Main page of the Music App on Smart TV

The chat application was ported to the other two platforms, as show in APPENDIX E. The same
colors with different text sizes were used. The background of the app was changed to a darker
color.
The main page on the Smartwatch is very different from the Smartphone version and it consists
of a menu from where the user can navigate to all the pages of the application. The user has
access to his last conversations only after he clicks on the “Conversations” button. When the user
clicks on one of the conversations, he will have access to the last messages from the selected
person. From this page, the user can record and send a voice message or call the person.
In case the user receives a new message, a notification will appear on the screen of the watch as
shown in the next figure.

Figure 23: Conversation detail page of the Chat App on Smartwatch

The shopping application was ported to the other two platforms by following the UI rules. In
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APPENDIX F is shown the final UI of the shopping app on all of the platforms.
The main page of the application looks slightly different on Smartwatch and Smart TV because
of the limitations of the devices. While on the Smartwatch, because of the smaller display, the
main page consists of a menu with four categories, on the Smart TV the application starts with
the category page. The UI of the application is very similar on all of the devices, with the same
colors and fonts. When the user clicks on the search button from the Smartwatch, he will be
redirected to a page from where he can search by voice for the desired product.
One of the most important pages of the app is the search results page. Because of the smaller
screen, on the Smartwatch, the list of items is presented in a more unique way as shown in Figure
24. In order to navigate through the items, the user has to swipe left or right. When the user
swipes up, if the current product was not already added to the Wish list, it will be added and the
right corner heart will be filled in order to indicate that the action was completed. If the user
swipes again up, the product will be eliminated from the list and the heart will be changed. In
order to get more details about the product, the user has to swipe down. By doing this action, the
user will first see the other available images for the product, but also written details such as
available sizes, material, color or a short description.

Figure 24: Search results page of the Shopping App on Smartwatch

On the other hand, the details page of a product on a Smart TV is slightly different, with the
available images in the right, save button under them and the details on the left. Firstly, only a
part of the details will be shown on the screen, and by scrolling down, the user will receive the
remaining information. When the user selects for example the “Clothing” category from the main
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page, he will be redirected to the product list page for the selected category. When the user wants
to receive more details about a product, by navigating to the desired product, he will have access
to all the available information such as price, sizes available, material or description. On the
Smartphone version, the product can be also added to the shopping cart. This functionality is not
available on the other two platforms and the user can only save the products and later add them
to their shopping cart through their Smartphone device.
In the case of the fitness app, in the end, the application was ported only to the Smartwatch. The
result of the porting process if presented in APPENDIX G. Both Smartphone and Smartwatch
versions use the same colors, with a slightly modification of the background in the case of the
Smartwatch. The size of the text was adjusted and the most important text was emphasized by
increasing the size.

3.8.

Overview of the Steps

An overview of the steps applied to the five selected apps it is presented in Table 17 and Table
18. As shown in the tables, some applications have been eliminated while applying the guideline,
even from the first steps. In the end, only some of the apps were successfully ported.

Smartphone to Smart TV
Application

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Music

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Children
illustrative
dictionary

8

-

-

-

-

-

-

Chatting

9

9

8

-

-

-

-

Shopping

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Fitness

8

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 17: Overview of the porting process from Smartphone to Smart TV

Smartphone to Smartwatch
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Application

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Music

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Children
illustrative
dictionary

8

-

-

-

-

-

-

Chatting

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Shopping

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Fitness

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Table 18: Overview of the porting process from Smartphone to Smartwatch
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4.

Prototype Implementation

The best way for verifying the presented method was by using it to transform an application and
later analyzing it according to the users’ expectations. In order to do this, access to a mobile
application was necessary and since Fraunhofer was working on a mobile application named
LieferBar, their app was chosen to be transformed to the TV platform. The new TV application
was intended to be used in stores and not in private homes.
LieferBar is an application that is part of the Digitale Dörfer (53) project. In the Digitale Dörfer
project, the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering is showing how new
opportunities for rural regions are emerging through digitalization (53). The project consists of
several parts, one of them being LieferBar. The application works on creating local communities
to optimize delivery challenges in rural areas. Through it, a user can create a delivery request or
can select and complete one of the already available deliveries. For completing a delivery, the
user receives DigiTaler, the currency used in the app for money. The application encourages
people from communities to support each other and help in the process of delivering, as a trip to
the city from the village is not something done daily by all the people. If a person goes to the city
and there are available deliveries from neighbors or people that live in his way home, that wish
to receive a package from a place close to his destination, the user can choose to use the app,
help a neighbor and deliver the package but also earn digital money.
Designing for a new device is many times challenging and time consuming. A good way to ease
this process is by prototyping the new interface. There are multiple applications that are created
for this task, such as: Axure (54), Pixate (52) and many more, but before investing time in
creating a perfect and beautiful prototype, a paper prototype is indicated. While doing it for a
Smartwatch is not so hard, using a paper prototype for designing an application for a 5ft TV
could be challenging.
In order to proceed with the paper prototype, the LieferBar application had to be first
transformed from the mobile platform to the TV platform. This step was done through the
presented guideline, as further presented.
By applying Step one to the application, very important information, about the users and their
needs, had been obtained. The most important users, as the application is intended to be used in
stores, in a public context, are the store customers. As these people are from all range, we
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assumed that they have access for sure to a Smartphone and they will have access also to the TV
device that will be provided by the stores.
The pre-conclusion of the step was made based on all of the previous information, and it was that
from the point of view of the user, porting a delivery app from Smartphone to Smart TV could be
a good idea.
We proceeding applying step 2 of the method. As a result, the differences between the
Smartphone and the TV screens have been better understood. A 65” screen size was chosen as
the app will be shown in stores and the information should be visible from long distances. For
this size, the distance recommended is around 2.5 meters (55), distance that could be provided by
the stores as it is not a very big space. The safe area was chosen 5% with landscape orientation as
it is the typical orientation for the TVs. The first sketches of the screens were made and they
were similar to Figure 14.
Step three followed and by answering questions S3-Q1 and S3-Q2, the main functionalities of
the TV app became clearer. Functionalities such as GPS navigation or scanning the code
through the camera were eliminated because of the lack of camera or GPS sensor. According to
Table 13, the features suited for the TV are: presenting the list of deliveries and login in the
system as it doesn’t require writing a big amount of content. As the application is intended to be
used in a public situation and because of the privacy issue, the login feature was no longer suited,
so the main functionality of the app based on this step, is to present information about the
available offers.
In the next step, the content was adapted to the new device as explained in Step 4: Adapt the
Content. Firstly, the pages that will be part of the TV app have been identified: the first three
pages used to provide a tour of the app, the list of opened offers and the detail page for an offer.
All these pages are presented in APPENDIX B: LieferBar Smartphone Prototype. Also, some
other information such as the opening hours of the store, or the map with the route from the store
had been eliminated. The schedule of the store is not useful as the user is already in the store and
there is no need to have a map with the route from the current position to the destination, but a
fixed map with only the final destination could be useful.
The smartphone application had already a relatively simple content, and because of this, not
many modifications were needed to be done in this step.
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We preceded applying step 5 of the method. As a result, the designing rules for the TV platform
have been better understood.
Step 6 was applied, and as a result, we agreed that we need to have a grid layout in order to
provide fast access to the elements.
Step 7 was the final step applied and also the most time consuming. In this step, multiple
modifications have been done to the UI, as shown in APPENDIX C: LieferBar TV Prototype.
The background of the application was changed to a darker color as suggested in Table 16, and
the text size was increased. The color of the text was also changed to a lighter color for a better
readability on the darker background. In the case of the three introduction screens, because of the
horizontal orientation on the TV, the position of the images was changed and the size was
increased. The main page of the application, the offer list screen, was designed to show 3 offers
at a time/page, to avoid information overloading. At any time, the focus was on one of the
available deliveries by emphasizing the delivery offer box with a border and a shadow. In the
case of the detail page for a delivery, because of the orientation, the text was moved to the right
and in the left, a static map was presented. QR codes have been also added and as a result, once
every few seconds, the map from the detail page or the focused delivery from the main page,
were changed with a QR code that redirected the user to the specific page in the mobile
application.
After finishing the first sketch of the application, another screen was added. This screen consists
of a leaderboard of top three users from the current week. This page was added because it suits
the situation in which the app will be used.
After finishing with all the steps of the method, as a result, a paper prototype was obtained. In
order to provide a better experience for the future participants of the evaluation, the paper
prototype was transformed into a dynamic one with the Axure tool. By using it, all the pages
have been successfully created as shown in APPENDIX C: LieferBar TV Prototype. The screens
have been interconnected, and transitions and waiting times had been added to all of them. As a
result, the resulted TV prototype because of the similarity to a real TV app provided a real
experience for the users.
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5.

Survey

After creating a prototype according to the presented method, a survey was necessary in order to
evaluate the resulted method in terms of usability, usefulness and user experience. The simplest
and clearest method to obtain the necessary data is with the help of a questionnaire and multiple
participants, presented with the initial app and the resulted prototype during the evaluations.
The goal of using this survey is to analyze how well the expectations of the users were fulfilled.
The survey is not used to evaluate the completeness of the TV prototype, as there might be some
parts that could still be improved, but the overall user experience of using the same app on both
Smartphone and Smart TV.
The evaluation part is very important for the thesis because by evaluating the prototype, we can
confirm if the created method was a success and if it can be used in similar situations for porting
other similar applications, or if it needs to be refined.
The survey is presented in the following subchapters, starting with a detailed description of the
process of preparing the survey and ending with the analysis of the data resulted from it.

5.1.

Survey Preparation

In order for the data to be more easily collected, the Google Forms tool was chosen for creating
the questionnaire. A blank form was used, as there were no similar templates available.
The final questionnaire was created in multiple steps, with each version adding more missing
parts or refining questions that already existed. In the end, the final version consisted of seven
sections that helped to delimit clearly the questions.
The first section, named “Personal Information” consisted of questions related to the participants,
such as age, sex, nationality or German level as shown in APPENDIX A.
There was no need of identifying the participant through a name in the questionnaire, as it is
irrelevant to know the exact owner of the data. The information about age, sex or nationality was
necessary for creating an overview of the participants. The German level was required as the
mobile application presented in the evaluation is a German application and because of the
language barrier, there exists a possibility of having problems with understanding the prototype.
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The next three sections of the questionnaire, named “Smartphone Information”, “Smartwatch
Information” and “Smart TV Information” consisted of very similar questions, related to one of
the three studied devices, as shown in APPENDIX A. Through these sections, very important
information about the devices was gathered, such as: what type of devices do the participants
use, how often, what type of applications are used on each device and if some apps are used on
multiple devices. This information is relevant for the thesis as it shows if there is a tendency for
the users to use similar apps across multiple devices or even exactly the same apps. In order to
find out how often the devices are used by the users, a general scale was created and used
throughout all the three sections. The twenty options used in the type of applications questions
were selected from the Google Play categories and the possibility of adding another response
was also given to the participants.
Section five or “User Experience” was created in order to get information about the users feels
when interacting with the same application on different devices. In order to get this information
from the participants, three questions were asked about the UI, features and learning expectations
for both situations when the user is using the same app on Smartphone and Smartwatch devices
or on Smartphone and Smart TV devices as shown in APPENDIX A.
After finishing with user expectations questions, section 6, or “LieferBar Questions” followed.
The questions from this section were designed to get information about the previous experience
of the user with the LieferBar application, what features from the mobile app should and should
not be ported to the TV platform, thoughts on the usefulness of an application that is targeting
shops through a display devices and expectations from such an app.
As the created TV prototype was intended to be used in stores, in public places, the resulted
information from this chapter is very important for evaluating the resulted porting method.
The last section of the questionnaire or “Questions related to the TV Prototype” was created to
gather information about the TV prototype and consists of ten usability questions with the same
five possible responses starting from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree as shown in
APPENDIX A.
The section ended with two questions regarding possible improvements of the questionnaire or
the resulted prototype.
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Together with the questionnaire, additional documents were created and used in the evaluation.
In order to not influence the participants' opinions, the dialog between them and the examiner
was carefully prepared and censured. This included the introduction speech of the evaluation,
step by step instructions for the questionnaire and a brief translation of the German mobile
application prototype interface.
After finishing all the preparation for the actual evaluation, the last step was finding participants
and scheduling meetings. The meetings happened over the course of three weeks and a total of
16 persons participated in the evaluation.

5.2.

Survey Analysis

In this part of the thesis, the results of the survey are presented. The data was collected and
analyzed according to the problems presented in chapter one. The goal of the survey is to
determine if the method presented in the thesis was a success and helped to port the app
according to the users’ expectations as well as to gather data on what might need refinement and
improvement.
Over the course of three weeks, 16 participants were evaluated individually and several other
evaluations had been scheduled, which could not be completed, unfortunately, due to time and
space constraints. The participants were mostly master student from the University of
Kaiserslautern or employees from the Fraunhofer Institute.
All the 16 completed surveys have been considered legitimate to be included in the end, as all the
necessary data was filled in and the evaluations were performed as planned.
From the first part of the survey, an overview of the participants was created. From the 16
participants, 75% of the participants were people in the age range of 25-34 and the other 25%
were in the range of 18-24 as shown in Figure 25. With a total of 81.3%, the majority of the
participants were men and only 18.8% were women. The participants were from all around the
world, from Egypt, India, Iran, Nigeria, Romania, Serbia, Sri Lanka, Ukraine, Germany or Syria.
This variety of nationalities is very beneficial for the evaluation as the results are not related to
only the population of one country, but the entire world. Ultimately, the results regarding the
level of German are presented in Figure 27 and show that the majority of people had at least an
average understanding of the German language.
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Figure 25: Survey analysis (Age)

Figure 26: Survey analysis (Sex)

Figure 27: Survey analysis (German level)
`
From the second section of the survey, information about the Smartphone usage was gathered.
Based on the results, we can conclude that all participants of the evaluation have access to a
Smartphone and use it daily. Ultimately in this section, information about the type of
applications used was obtained. As shown in Figure 28, all the participants use communication
and browsing applications on their devices. Other very used applications are video on demand,
traveling, music, navigation, weather or news applications.
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Figure 28: Survey analysis (Smartphone applications)
From the next two sections of the survey, information about Smartwatch and Smart TV usage
was obtained. Based on the results, we saw that 37.5% of the participants had access or owned a
Smartwatch. The amount of people in the case of Smart TVs was the same. From the total of 6
people owning these devices, in the case of Smartwatches, half of them were using their devices
daily. In the case of Smart TVs, the majority of people were using it only a few times a week.
These results are also confirming again the conclusion obtained from the literature review in
chapter 2.2.2.
Other information obtained from these sections was about the type of the applications used on
the two devices. This information is shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30. Based on these two
figures, but also Figure 28, we can say that there are multiple categories of applications used in
common in all of the three studied devices, such as Music applications. From these figures we
can also confirm again the fact that the main majority of the users like to use the main feature of
the TV, the image. Because of this, the video on demand applications on the TV are very
popular. Also, communication applications are not popular at all on the TVs, thing that confirms
our method and the fact that writing big texts on TV is a challenge for the users.
Finally, through the last question from the sections, almost everybody owning these devices
confirmed that they use some apps that they have also installed on their Smartphone. Only one
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person that was using the devices for development, at work, disagreed with this statement. The
results confirm again that there is a tendency of the user to use the same apps across multiple
devices.

Figure 29: Survey analysis (Smartwatch applications)
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Figure 30: Survey analysis (Smart TV applications)

Section 5, also known as User expectations, provided a good insight of what the users expect
when the same application is used on Smartphone and Smart TV or Smartwatch devices. The
survey revealed that in both cases, the majority of the people agreed or highly agreed that they
expect to have access to familiar features on the different devices, to be familiar with the UI of
the app on all devices and use the application without the necessity of learning new things.
From Section 6, also known as “LieferBar Questions”, the expectations of the users, regarding
what functionalities should be ported, had been obtained. Firstly, the question about the
familiarity of the users with the app showed that the main majority of the participants didn’t
know much about the app, but there were also persons that were very familiar with the
application. Having people from both categories is beneficial as we can get very different and
interesting points of view of what should be ported.
The next two questions from the section were related to what should or should not be ported to
the TV platform. Table 19 presents an overview of the most popular responses provided by the
participants. The analysis of the data showed that many participants understood that there could
be two situations, using the application in a private or in a public scenario. This is why they
suggested that the Login feature should both be included but also excluded. Many participants
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thought about the privacy issues of using a Smart TV in a public situation. While in a private
situation it is easy to login, it is more difficult but also not advised to log into accounts on public
devices.
What should be ported to the TV?

What should not be ported to the TV?

List of offers

Registration form

Notifications about deliveries

Scanning feature of a parcel

Login with all the information related to the

Login

user like deliveries, total amount of digital
money, profile page
Map/route information
All details about an offer
Delivery flow
Table 19: Survey analysis (TV features according to the participants)

Regarding the next question, which addresses if an application that is targeting shops through a
display device could be useful, only one out of the 16 participants disagreed. All the other
participants considered that such an app could be useful.
The fact that in our method we also found the same conclusion is very important for the validity
of the method.
As for the features that such an app should contain, the main majority agreed that the app should
be used to show the available offers from the current store. Some participants also suggested
showing a tutorial or walkthrough of the app or even using QR codes. The fact that our
implemented prototype is providing a tutorial at the beginning, it focuses on presenting
information and it uses QR codes, we can say that we went in a good direction with the method.
The last section of the survey was related to evaluation of the prototype. The responses to the
questions were very pleasing as the majority of the people agreed that the app was easy to use,
easy to navigate, easy to learn how to use, with features and content well selected, providing a
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continuous user experience. The users also felt very confident using the app and they said that
they would like to use the app. They all agreed that they don’t need the support of a technical
person and that they don’t think that they need to learn a lot of things for using properly the app.
The results have been a success based on the survey, the users have been pleased and they had a
continuous user experience.
Some suggestions for improvement were given such as: give the user the possibility of choosing
another starting point, instead of a preselected store that can’t be changed, add the logo of the
LieferBar app and the Digitalen Dörfer one on all the slides ,display more deliveries in the same
time, provide a sorting options, limit the display info on the screen because of the privacy, do not
show the entire address or name of the person, possibility of skipping in the help screens, add
another page with indications of how and from where the app could be downloaded.
These suggestions are nice to be added in the future, but the main goal of this evaluation was in
the end not to analyze the completeness of the prototype, but the entire experience while
switching from one platform to another with the same app. As in many cases, there is place for
improvement for the prototype, but our goal of analyzing the accuracy of the users' expectations
was achieved.
Based on all of the analyzed data from the survey, we can say that the participants were satisfied
with the TV product and that the used method helped to provide an overall continuous user
experience.
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6.

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter we discuss the results from the previous chapters and we suggest future work for
the future.

6.1.

Conclusion

The overall goal was achieved and as a result, all the planned steps of the thesis have been
successfully completed, from performing a Systematic Literature Review to performing the
evaluation.
Based on all of the obtained results, we can conclude that the suggested porting method was a
success. The evaluation showed that by using the porting method, the users had a continuous
experience and because of the elaborated step by step guideline, also the developers gained
valuable information. Through it, they can, from now on, avoid working on applications that are
not suited for the new platforms or they can avoid making mistakes that can at the end influence
their number of clients.

6.2. Future Work
There are a few directions in which the thesis could be pursued in the future.
Firstly, step 7 could be extended by providing already implemented prototypes of different type
of pages. In this way, the developers could spend less time prototyping the final app.
A second possibility could be creating a dynamic tool based on all the presented steps through
which any app could be transformed to one of the two studied platforms.
Also, the evaluation could continue on a bigger amount of participants. By doing this, the
validity of the method will be increased.
There is also the possibility of adding other devices to the method such as smart glasses.
Lastly, the method could be extended for the Smart TVs according to the different available type
of interactions: remote control, touchscreen or voice control.
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APPENDIX A: Evaluation Questionnaire

Title: Evaluation of porting mobile apps to other constrained platforms
Description: Thank you again for participating in our evaluation!
Please take a few minutes to fill in the next questionnaire (your answers will be anonymous).

Section 1: Personal Information
Age:
{ <18
{ 18 - 24
{ 25 - 34
{ 35 - 54
{ 55+
Sex:
{ Female
{ Male
Nationality:
How well do you know German?
Beginner

Elementary

Intermediate

Upper Intermediate

Advanced

{

{

{

{

{

Section 2: Smartphone Information
Do you own or have access to a Smartphone?
{ Yes
{ No
How often do you use a Smartphone?
73

{ Every day
{ A few times a week
{ About once a week
{ A few times a month
{ About once a month or less
{ Other:
What type of applications do you use on your Smartphone?
 Games
 Communication
 Business
 Music
 Video on demand (YouTube, Netflix…)
 Education/Learning
 Lifestyle
 Utilities
 Travel
 Food and Drink
 Photography
 Productivity
 Browsing
 Shopping
 Navigation
 Banking/Finance
 News
 Weather
 Health and Fitness
 Medical
 Other:
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Section 3: Smartwatch Information
Do you own or have access to a Smartwatch?
{ Yes
{ No
How often do you use a Smartwatch?
{ Every day
{ A few times a week
{ About once a week
{ A few times a month
{ About once a month or less
{ Other:
What type of applications do you use on your Smartwatch?
 Games
 Communication
 Business
 Music
 Video on demand (YouTube, Netflix…)
 Education/Learning
 Lifestyle
 Utilities
 Travel
 Food and Drink
 Photography
 Productivity
 Browsing
 Shopping
 Navigation
 Banking/Finance
 News
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 Weather
 Health and Fitness
 Medical
 Other:
Within the categories selected do you use some apps that you also have installed on your
Smartphone?
{ Yes
{ No

Section 4: Smart TV Information
Do you own or have access to a Smart TV? (or Amazon Fire TV Stick, Sky Q, Apple TV or
others)
{ Yes
{ No
How often do you use a Smart TV?
{ Every day
{ A few times a week
{ About once a week
{ A few times a month
{ About once a month or less
{ Other:

What type of applications do you use on your Smart TV?
 Games
 Communication
 Business
 Music
 Video on demand (YouTube, Netflix…)
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 Education/Learning
 Lifestyle
 Utilities
 Travel
 Food and Drink
 Photography
 Productivity
 Browsing
 Shopping
 Navigation
 Banking/Finance
 News
 Weather
 Health and Fitness
 Medical
 Other:
Within the categories selected do you use some apps that you also have installed on your
Smartphone?
{ Yes
{ No

Section 5: User Expectations
When you use the same application on Smartphone and Smart TV devices, do you..
Strongly

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

disagree

Strongly
agree

expect to have access to
familiar features on the

{

{

{

{

{

different devices?
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expect to use the
application without the
necessity of learning new

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

things?
expect to be familiar to
the UI of the application
on all of the devices?

When you use the same application on Smartphone and Smartwatch devices, do you..
Strongly

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

disagree

Strongly
agree

expect to have access to
familiar features on the

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

different devices?
expect to use the
application without the
necessity of learning
new things?
expect to be familiar to
the UI of the application
on all of the devices?

Section 6: LieferBar Questions
Before participating in this evaluation, how familiar were you with the LieferBar application?
Very Unfamiliar

Unfamiliar

Neutral

Familiar

Very Familiar

{

{

{

{

{
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Which of the features from the presented prototype do you believe should be ported to the Smart
TV?

Which of the features from the presented prototype do you believe should NOT be ported to the
Smart TV?

Do you think that an application that is targeting shops through a display device could be useful?
{ Yes
{ No
What would you expect from such an app?

Section 7: Questions related to the TV Prototype
Strongly

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

disagree
I found the TV app was easy to
use (56)
I think the TV app is easy to
navigate (56)

Strongly
agree

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

I think I will need the support of
a technical person in order to be
able to use the app (56)
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I need to learn a lot of things
before I could get going with the

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

app (56)
I would imagine that most people
will learn to use this app very
quickly (56)
I found that the ported features
for the TV were well selected
(56)
I found that the ported content
was well selected (56)
I found that there is a continuous
experience when switching from
Smartphone to Smart TV (56)
I feel very confident using the
system (56)
I think that I would like to use
this application (56)

Do you have any suggestions for improvement?

Do you think something is missing from the prototype? If yes, what?
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APPENDIX B: LieferBar Smartphone Prototype

Figure 31: LieferBar Smartphone app Introductions page 1

Figure 32: LieferBar Smartphone app Introductions page 2

Figure 33: LieferBar Smartphone app Introductions page 3

Figure 34: LieferBar Smartphone app - Offers
list page
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Figure 35: LieferBar Smartphone app – Offer
detail page part 1

Figure 36: LieferBar Smartphone app – Offer
detail page part 2
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APPENDIX C: LieferBar TV Prototype

Figure 37: LieferBar TV app – Introduction
page 1

Figure 38: LieferBar TV app – Introduction
page 2

Figure 39: LieferBar TV app – Introduction
page 3

Figure 40: LieferBar TV app – Introduction
page 4

Figure 41: LieferBar TV app – Offers list page,
offer one selected

Figure 42: LieferBar TV app – Offers list
page, offer one selected (QR code)
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Figure 43: LieferBar TV app - Offers list page,
offer two selected

Figure 44: LieferBar TV app - Offers list page,
offer two selected (QR code)

Figure 45: LieferBar TV app - Offers list page,
offer three selected

Figure 46: LieferBar TV app - Offers list page,
offer three selected (QR code)

Figure 47: LieferBar TV app - Offers list page,
help button selected

Figure 48: LieferBar TV app - Detail offer
page, map shown
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Figure 49: LieferBar TV app - Detail offer
page, QR code shown

Figure 50: LieferBar TV app - Loading page
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APPENDIX D: Music Application Prototype

Figure 51: Music app for Smartphone – Main
page

Figure 52: Music app for Smartphone - My
Playlists page

Figure 53: Music app for Smartphone - Play
page

Figure 55: Music app for Smartwatch -Main
page
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Figure 54: Music app for Smartwatch - My
Playlists page

Figure 56: Music app for Smartwatch - Play
page

Figure 57: Music app for Smart TV - Main
page

Figure 58: Music app for Smart TV - My
Playlists page

Figure 59: Music app for Smart TV – My
Playlists page, playlist one selected

Figure 60: Music app for Smart TV - Play page
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APPENDIX E: Chat Application Prototype

Figure 61: Chatting app for Smartphone - Main page

Figure 62: Chatting app for Smartwatch - Main
page

Figure 63: Chatting app for Smartwatch Conversations page
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Figure 64: Chatting app for Smartwatch Conversation detail page

Figure 65: Chatting app for Smartwatch –
Notifications
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APPENDIX F: Shopping Application Prototype

Figure 66: Shopping app for Smartphone Main page

Figure 67: Shopping app for Smartphone Product detail page

Figure 68: Shopping app for Smartwatch Main page

Figure 69: Shopping app for Smartwatch Search page
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Figure 70: Shopping app for Smartwatch Search results page

Figure 71: Shopping app for Smartwatch Product detail page

Figure 72: Shopping app for Smart TV - Main
page/Choose category page

Figure 73: Shopping app for Smart TV Products list page

Figure 74: Shopping app for Smart TV - Product detail page
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APPENDIX G: Fitness Application Prototype

Figure 75: Fitness app for Smartphone - Main
page

Figure 76: Fitness app for Smartwatch - Main
page

Figure 77: Fitness app for Smartwatch Activities page

Figure 78: Fitness app for Smartwatch - Start
activity page
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APPENDIX H: Supplementary Data Files

The accompanying .csv file shows the results of the performed evaluation. The file was exported
from the Google Forms Questionnaire and can be opened with any program, especially through a
spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel.
The file contains all the answers of the evaluation, organized in columns, where the head of the
columns are the questions from the questionnaire. Each line of the file is associated with a
unique participant from the evaluation.
The attached .xlsx file shows the results of the performed Systematic Literature Review. The file
can be opened with Microsoft Excel.
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